Tech Soccermen Top Cantabs, For First MIT Win Over Harvard

A fighting Engineer team recorded soccer history last Wednesday as the Harvardians were humiliated at the hands of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by a score of 4-2. This is the first time in the 78-year history of the match that Harvard has entered the second half of a game against MIT with the score tied. The afternoon was bright and sunny and thermometers gave the indication of a 75 degree Fahrenheit temperature. There was a brisk wind from the east.

Hedlund Picks Sophomores

Dean of Field Day observants, Track Coach Oscar Hedlund has predicted a sophomores victory in this the fifty-sixth annual event. For years past the contest of the freshmen and sophomores has been the main event of the program, including basketball, tennis, and touch football which were later dropped to make room for a tug of war. In 1957 the glide foot was instigated and since that time it has grown in importance. This year it is the major event on the program.

This year, the purple shaft, the last remnant of the cane used so to speak, has been abolished. Until now, hazing has been only a psychological benefit, but now there are definite points to the field day score. Each of the rules of the game is the sign that the shift was that it had to be presented to the other class at least once before Field Day, and it was the unusual methods of presentation, often riots, that led to its abolishment. Tomorrow's Field Day will mark the first time that themotion is practical; and since that time in the major event on the program.
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By becoming involved in rulings on hazing, Inscomm has set a precedent that will influence future student conduct, as well as the interpretation of student rules, and therefore, the interpretation of hazing.

The history of Field Day dates back to the 1901 when it was instigated as a replacement for the previous Freshman-Senior contest. Since then, Field Day has evolved into a major event on the MIT calendar, with a variety of sports and activities to engage the student body.

Field Day 1956 gets underway tomorrow afternoon at 12:00 as the freshman and sophomore classes battle for the right to claim the Institute. When Inscomm takes a definite stand, classmen. The motion is practical; and since that time in the major event on the program.

In the last referendum, Tom Thoms, body of Hugh Moore '04 was found wrapped around the cane, and although he was re- turned, it proved him unsuccessful. The following year, Field Day was begun with three events, the football game, the relay race, and the tug of war.

For the first time in the history of Field Day, the so-called dangerous 'excess', it will be the case that the Institute. "Tom Thoms, body of Hugh Moore '04 was found wrapped around the cane, and although he was re- turned, it proved him unsuccessful." The following year, Field Day was begun with three events, the football game, the relay race, and the tug of war.

Many of the Inscomm representation felt that the motion would be defeated, but the final vote was 31-21 in favor of the motion. The leaders of '59 insisted that this action was in the interest of the freshmen, and that it was important to the students of the Institute. Tom Thoms, body of Hugh Moore '04 was found wrapped around the cane, and although he was returned, it proved him unsuccessful. The following year, Field Day was begun with three events, the football game, the relay race, and the tug of war.
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the college world

While the hazing controversy rages at MIT, at most of the other colleges just hazing rages. This hazing ranges from an infinitesimal tradition at some colleges to a custom at one college where it is accepted as the third in line (mark) at Tech black.

At some colleges, such as Adelphi, Clarkson, St. Bonaventure, University of Washington, and the University of San Francisco, the process of Freshmen is called the Freshman. In the day of Freshmen, the Freshman was an unknown age of some from a few, a rather dour rituals, and so athletic content to determine if the hazing period will be extended or not. Freshmen are generally required to wear a badge and an identification tag: a sensible way to get the Freshman acquainted. Then, to give the uppersmen a feeling of superiority, several rules like do not walk on the grass, carry matches for uppersmen, know the college colors, cheers and cheers to be recited on demand, etc., are imposed upon the freshmen. Failure to follow these rules is reported to some kangaroo court which dictates a humiliation to the offender. Upon some day the Freshman usually hear the sashas at a tug-of-war or some similar contest to stop hazing.

Worcester Technology has a light called a sashas rash which is similar to our glove fight. It consists of the two lower classes running to get paddles and administering the heavy end of them to the members of the other class. Since this isn't entertaining enough they also give free rides to the upper class to get them in condition for the paddle rush. The rivalry at Worcester Tech, very similar to that previously sanctioned at MIT, seems to be fine for the boys, as it isn't outlawed.

In Canada things are done quite differently. The Queen's Journal at Queen's University cites the case where each Freshman was equipped with a yellow hankie as an etch to improve on the Freshman's appearance. It was said to be very effective and the Freshman's outfit continued to be used. The Freshman was called the Freshman and the university school. In fact Dr. Stratton was detached from the staff. In fact Dr. Stratton was attached to the Office of the Secretary of MIT.
East Campus Votes Pro-Hazing; Burston House Reviews Judcom

The three House Committees of the MIT dormitory complex held meetings last night, during which the subject of hazing was brought up. The East Campus House Committee passed the following motion, which was the exact spot action taken by any of the House Committees: "Whereas it is the opinion of the East Campus House Committee that the East Campus resident is not favorable to the Incom's resolution of March 7, 1956 concerning hazing; the East Campus House Committee strongly urges the East Campus Institute Committees to introduce a resolution in Institute Committee to under the sponsorship of the Technology Community Association. In this connection, President Killian has issued the following statement:

"I urge every member of the MIT family who can to participate in the Red Cross Blood Drive to be held on campus early next month to support the Technology Community Association."

The blood donation center was elected to the house judicial committees, Tom Cristal. Also, the status of the Dormitory Judicial Committee relative to the Burston House Judicial Committee was clarified.

Nothing of great importance relative to the house judicial committee was discussed at the Baker House meeting, although the Institute Committee's invalidation of the recent Dormitory Committee resolution conditionally accepting some types of hazing was discussed. Dormitory Committee has taken no action on Institute Committee's move. An informal meeting held last Monday caused much speculation among the judges.

The moves made this week by the three committees point up the fact that the question of hazing is far from decided.

MATH CLUB

The Math Club presents Mr. Pina of Boeing Aircraft who will give a talk on "Mathematics at Boeing." Monday Oct. 29 at 5:00 p.m. in Room 4-270

TCA Blood Drive

The annual all-campus Blood Drive, under the auspices of TCA, will be held on November 6, 7, and 8 at the Jones Auditorium. In this connection, President Killian has issued the following statement:

"I urge every member of the MIT family who can to participate in the Red Cross Blood Drive to be held on campus early next month to support the Technology Community Association."

The blood donation center was elected to the house judicial committees, Tom Cristal. Also, the status of the Dormitory Judicial Committee relative to the Burston House Judicial Committee was clarified.

Nothing of great importance relative to the house judicial committee was discussed at the Baker House meeting, although the Institute Committee's invalidation of the recent Dormitory Committee resolution conditionally accepting some types of hazing was discussed. Dormitory Committee has taken no action on Institute Committee's move. An informal meeting held last Monday caused much speculation among the judges.

The moves made this week by the three committees point up the fact that the question of hazing is far from decided.

No Answer For Hazing Controversy

INCOMN

The resolution (from pages 13) and integrating the Freshmen, it was basically against the idea of the "hazing" Incomn motion, in that it did allow actions which could result in the injury of individuals and the school.

Report of the Judicial Committee to Institute Committee:

On March 7, Institute Committee passed a motion on hazing. This motion,conditioned between facets on any side and the humane nature of solving man to reason on the other, failed with widespread misunderstanding of the full meaning and interpretation of the motion, has developed into a problem, in a perfect society, there is no need for a judicial group. However, we have a real society, and Judicial Committee's function is to become acquainted with the facts and circumstances concerning any alleged infractions of the rules, and to render as impartial and just decisions through their interpretation of the rules.

In performing Judicial Committee's process of determining the best interests of MIT and the Student Body and individual's thought, the Committee has been required to utilize hazing regulations in the following manner:

The Committee feels there is a difference between hazing and hazing. The Committee considers hazing anything which could lead (a) personal injury, (b) destruction of property, (c) violation or violation of the social rules of the house. The Committee considers rivalry a form of competition and therefore outside the scope of the hazing regulations.

Ed Friedman: Hazing Rule Unacceptable

"I don't see any sense in hazing: Class spirit is essential but I see no sense in throwing anybody in the showers. Field Day is fun, but in the dorms . . . You do not do anything anything else but having a freshman. It may be the quickest method of achieving class spirit, but it's certainly not the best. I think it shows a complete lack of maturity. When schools such as Harvard and Brown outlaw it, there has to be some anti-hazing rules . . . Other people are not just in hazing and I think it's immature of 18 and 20-year olds to think they know more than these people . . . Anybody who resists to hazing to show his superiority, only shows his inferiority."
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Frosh, Soph Gridiron Chances Even

Freshman

Although still in search of their first victory of the season, the football team of the Class of '59 feels that they have the spirit and abilities to overcome the sophomore forces. Although considerably weakened from their original position this fall when over fifty showed up for practice, the freshmen have the advantage of depth over the sophomores.

This was the opinion of both Head Coach Paul Eklund '58 and newly elected captain Chuck Corn. Though decisively defeated by Tabor in their first game, and edged 7-6 by Thayer Academy last weekend, the freshmen still have "kicks of speed" according to Corn.

Tomorrow's starting lineup will have Jerry Wise or Cal Krome at left end, Dave Powell at left tackle, Andy Andrews at center. On the other side of the line will be Dan Michaels at right end, Ed Pollard at right tackle, and Bruce Nelson at right guard.

Quarterbacking the spirited freshman eleven will be Joe Fatalwe, who'll be backed up by Dick Kaplan at one halfback slot, and either George Stibbe backed up by Dick Kaplan at one halfback.

George Michaels at right end, Ed Pollard at left tackle, Dave Powell at left tackle, and Bruce Nelson at right guard.

Sophomore

MIT's sophomore eleven hopes to finish their playing careers by extending the sophomore football Field Day streak to eleven straight when they meet the freshmen tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. Since the inception of Field Day, the sophies have dominated the games, winning twenty-six of the thirty-seven gridiron contests.

The sophomore eleven will run from a split-T formation, varied by occasional blocker. The key man in the potent '59 ground game, and the man the freshmen will have to stop, is fullback Larry Boyd who has the speed to run the ends, and the power to crash the line. Bob "Flank" Cook and Bob Krome flank Boyd at the halfback spots in a backfield that stresses aerial power. Bruce Wilen, outstanding freshman player in last year's Field Day backfield, is back at quarterback where he excels in use of the option play.

This formidable backfield is headed by a line that is both heavy yet mobile. Center Bill Polliette, flanked by guards Dick Bowler and Rud Chaplin form the center of the soph line. Rich Simone and Steve Weinsteinberg or Bill Crane play at the tackle spots while Carl Swift, Walt Haasen, and Al Board hold down the end positions. This is virtually the same team that did everything in the win against the Class of 1958 last year, is bowling 180 in a steady downpour. Indications that whatever the weather tomorrow, the sophies will have the power to roll and if their defense can hold as it did in last Saturday's 24-0 win over the An-dover JV's they'll be tough to beat.

Coaches Bill Salamon and Bob Lau-rences feel the "team has the experience and the will to win."

SWIMMING

Qualification heats for this season's intramural Swimming Meet will be held in the Alumni Swimming Pool seat Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 6:30 until 8 p.m. The finals in this intramural tournament will be conducted on Sunday, Nov. 4.

FORD HALL FORM

HERE ARE YOUR OLD GOLD TANGLE SCHOOLS PUZZLES

PUZZLE NO. 13

CUE: This Boston college for women was chartered and opened in 1833. In 1857 Maud Acheson became a professor in its famed drama department.

ANSWER:

Name:
Address:
City:

PUZZLE NO. 14

CUE: Woodrow Wilson was to become president of this university for men. Opened in 1827, it was the fourth vol-

de college.

ANSWER:

Name:
Address:
City:

PUZZLE NO. 15

CUE: Named for a British earl, this college for men was founded by Bishop Richard Wellesby; in 1780 by royal charter from George III. Associate of the University of London.

ANSWER:

Name:
Address:
City:

A special tailored suit

World famous Hong Kong clothing at unbelievable prices. Superior quality tailored suits from...

SUIT A

CASHMERE OVERCOATS $37

CASHMERE SPORTCOATS $29

CAMEL'S HAIR OVERCOATS $46

*Prices plus duty—31 1/2%...

Delivery in 3 weeks by air, 6 weeks by sea. Free sea delivery. Women's apparel also made. For full details write:

ROBERT HING

SUNDAY EVENING OCTOBER 18 AT 8 p.m.

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

"A Realistic Look at Race Relations"

Take a 2-minute preview of your path to RCA engineering

Speak to RCA engineers and learn their path to RCA.

Available to RCA employees only.

Now... for a longer look at RCA

See your placement officer about an appointment with an RCA engineering management representative who will be on campus. . .

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1956

Tell us your placement officer about this opportunity. . . ask for literature about your RCA engineering future. . . If you are mathematics oriented and interested in engineering, write for a preview of the RCA path.

Mr. Robert Haklisch, Manager

College and Career Placement

50 Corporate Drive, C-609

Radio Corporation of America

Camden, New Jersey

RCA CORPORATION OF AMERICA
A strong sophomore team seems to hold a big advantage in tomorrow's avon meet to be held at Ahern Pool at 12:30. Consisting of two races, a 200-yard freestyle relay and a 100-yard medley relay, the meet will award three points to the overall winner. The basis of scoring will be six meet points for winning the freestyle 5 for the medley, 4 for second in the freestyle and 3 in the medley and finally 2 for third in the former race and 1 in the latter. Each class will enter two teams in each race, making a total of 20 competitors.

Sophos Strong

With most of last year's very successful freshman team returning, the sophos rule as strong favorites over the spirited but inexperienced swimmers.

Field Day Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tug of War</td>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glove Fight</td>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field Day's First Event

For the 56th year in a row, one of the main features of Field Day will be the annual relay between the two competing classes. Each team consists of twelve men, who run the same eighth of a mile distance. In the past, the race has been won by the sophos an amazing forty-three times, but tomorrow's race shapes up as one of the closest in years.

Coach Oscar Hedlund favors the freshmen in the track event on the bases of greater depth and spirit. The number of freshmen out almost doubles that of sophomores and this depth could prove the difference even though the outstanding qualifying times have been turned in by the sophos. The sophos are quite confident of winning; however, and the results should prove interesting. Last year's sophomore team broke a ten-year jinx by beating the fresches, even though their anchor man fell in the last 100 yards due to the sticky conditions of the track. Prior to this the sophos had dropped the last two years in a row, costing them both races. This element of chance has added suspense to each race's result and has been the determining factor many a time. Since final time trials are not until today, there is little chance to practice baton passing.

Experienced '59 Swimmers Rated Favorites Over Spirited Freshmen

The race is expected to be won by the sophos in good condition, and one that could easily cause trouble. Coach Al Johnson '58 will count on Green, Brown, Bowland, Hagen, Eighton, Kemper, Botimer, and Fox for probable freestyle work with Lee Alter and Tony Aldrich doing the backstroking. The fresh breaststrokers will probably be West and Kerney.

Since comparative times are not available, it is difficult to forecast the exact performance of the meetings and even possible times mean little in the excitement of Field Day. This year'sSophos made '59's best showing in last year's Field Day as they bowed to the present Junior class by only one point.

OCTOBER 26, 1956
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Hedlund Favors Freshman Cinderman, As Depth Warrants Return To Tradition

For the 56th year in a row, one of the main features of Field Day will be the annual relay between the two competing classes. Each team consists of twelve men, who run the same eighth of a mile distance. In the past, the race has been won by the sophos an amazing forty-three times, but tomorrow's race shapes up as one of the closest in years.

Coach Oscar Hedlund favors the freshmen in the track event on the bases of greater depth and spirit. The number of freshmen out almost doubles that of sophomores and this depth could prove the difference even though the outstanding qualifying times have been turned in by the sophos. The sophos are quite confident of winning; however, and the results should prove interesting. Last year's sophomore team broke a ten-year jinx by beating the fresches, even though their anchor man fell in the last 100 yards due to the sticky conditions of the track. Prior to this the sophos had dropped the last two years in a row, costing them both races. This element of chance has added suspense to each race's result and has been the determining factor many a time. Since final time trials are not until today, there is little chance to practice baton passing.
Frosh Booters Edge Harvard, 1-0; Vellavicentio Scores Single Goal

The inspired yearling soccer squad put all their skill and efforts into giving Tech a double-handed victory last Wednesday over the Harvard soccer team, by edging the Crimsonmen out, 1-0.

Harvard's booters controlled the play during the greater part of the first period. Tech skids looked closely as the frosh were unable to push the play onto Harvard's half of the field. Shaking the tie in the second quarter, the yearlings turned the table on Harvard. Nuremberg brought the ball down the field toward the Harvard goal, then passed to Dal Rhee, the center forward. Rhee booted the Harvard goalie to score the only goal of the game.

Lenny Spar, the freshman goalie, was the star during the third and fourth quarters. Lenny kept all attempts goal by the Crimsonmen out of the Tech net. The yearlings did restrict most of the action during the last half to Harvard's territory, but were unable to "click" and score against the Harvard盆nermen.

This Saturday Night
HOTEL TOURAINE
corner Boylston and Tremont, Boston

Featuring Nick Marquis, Entertainer from M.I.T.

Just out and just wonderful!

Chevy goes 'em all one better—with a daring new departure in design (looks longer and lower, and it is!), exclusive new Turboglide automatic transmission with triple turbines, a new V8 and a bumper crop of new ideas including fuel injection!

New right down to the wheels it rolls on—that's the '57 Chevrolet!

By now you know it's new in style. But Chevy's new in lots of ways that don't show up in our picture. It's new in V8 power engines that range up to 245 h.p.*

Then, you've chosen a couple of automatic drives as extra-cost options. There's an even finer Powerglide—and new, nothing-like-it Turboglide that brings you Triple-Turbo take-off and a new flowing kind of going. It's the only one of its kind!

Come see the new car that goes 'em all one betyer—the new 1957 Chevrolet!

*245-h.p. engine also available at extra cost. Also four-speed floor-shift manual transmission and standard Powerglide automatic drive can be ordered on each model.